r17.4.6 Changelog

| r17.4.6 Release - 72761 |

Release day - 11th November 2020

Bug

- [DSOF-15113] - MultiList selection does not appear in the list
- [DSOF-15174] - LED Screen - Hide Output Transform parameter until it becomes gold
- [DSOF-15211] - Trial fails to load
- [DSOF-15226] - Opened editors play shrinking animation when none of its collapsable tabs are open. Regression of DSOF-14090 caused by fix of DSOF-15107
- [DSOF-15238] - Text is rendered before the dropdown has opened
- [DSOF-15247] - When changing type occasionally you get a notification on actors and object state is not updated
- [DSOF-15271] - d3 reports Failed to sync project files from director even after success if any 1 IP fails

Story

- [DSOF-14160] - Add Mellanox RiverMax license support to d3